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OUTLlNE STUDIES IN BIOlOGY
Editor' s Foreword
The student of biological science in his final years as an undergraduate
and his first years as a graduate is expected to gain some familiarity with
current research at the frontiers of his discipline. New research work is
published in a perplexing diversity of publications and is inevitably
concerned with the minutiae of the subject. The sheer number of
research journals and papers also causes confusion and difficulties of
assimHation. Review articles usually presuppose a background
knowledge of the field and are inevitably rather restricted in scope.
There is thus a need for short but authoritative introductions to those
areas of modern biological research which are either not de alt with in
standard introductory textbooks or are not dealt with in sufficient detail
to enable the student to go on from them to read scholarly reviews with
profit. This series of books is designed to satisfy this need. The authors
have been asked to produce a brief outline of their subject assuming that
their readers will have read and remembered much of a standard
introductory textbook of biology. This outline then sets out to provide
by building on this basis, the conceptual framework within which
modern research work is progressing and aims to give the reader an
indication of the problems, both conceptual and practical, which must be
overcome if progress is to be maintained. We hope that students will go
on to read the more detailed reviews and articles to which reference is
made with a greater insight and understanding of how they fit into the
overall scheme of modern research effort and may thus be helped to
choose where to make their own contribution to this effort. These books
are guidebooks, not textbooks. Modern research pays scant re gard for the
academic divisions into which biological teaching and introductory textbooks must, to a certain extent, be divided. We have thus concentrated in
this series on providing guides to those areas which fali between, or which
involve, several different academic disciplines. It is here that the gap
between the textbook and the research paper is widest and where the
need for guidance is greatest. In so doing we hope to have extended or
supplemented but not supplanted main texts, and to have given students
assistance in seeing how modern biological research is progressing, while
at the same time providing a foundation for self help in the achievement
of successful examination results.

J.M. Ashworth, Professor of Biology, University of Essex.
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